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The Sunday Times BestsellerNavigating day-to-day life can be a tricky business. By the time

we are adults, our experiences have formed our way of thinking and we have learned patterns

of behaviour that are not always helpful. We must unravel these to understand, accept, nurture

and allow ourselves to rise with our vulnerabilities, not in spite of them.After having a

breakdown in 2011, Will Young went about the process of interrogating everything he thought

he knew: how he formed his identity, what he relied on for self-esteem and how he behaved

and communicated. Everything he has learned over the past ten years, he has now condensed

into this easy to access A-Z guide. He digs into how everyday life can affect our wellbeing, how

we can navigate our emotions, where they come from and how to create a balanced mindset,

offering practical techniques we can all use to ground ourselves and set boundaries.With wit

and wisdom and revealing his own vulnerabilities along the way, Will shows us how to identify

destructive patterns, develop good mindful habits, be true to who we are and grow into better

versions of ourselves.

About the AuthorWill Young is a pop star and actor who shot to fame in 2002 after winning the

first series of Pop Idol. He has released seven albums, four of which hit Number One in the UK

charts, and he has 10 million record sales and two Brit Awards to his name. Will co-founded

the podcast 'Homo Sapiens' and is a leading voice in mental health awareness, particuarly

within the LGBTQ+ community. He lives in London with his two dogs, border terrier Esme and

dachsund, Nelly. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Nelly.IntroductionBe Yourself and Happier is an idea I have been working on for six years

now.In 2011, I had a breakdown. When I realised I was actually having one – something I had

heard whispers about but never truly observed – I felt almost relieved, and special.I am in the

middle of a full-on breakdown, I would think to myself. I am actually experiencing it RIGHT

NOW!What a thing to behold. People talk about life after a breakdown but not often when they

are in the middle of one. Looking back, I wish I had crowed about it even more. I mean, I did

inform quite a varied group of people – from taxi drivers to the local barista.‘A soya latte,

please, and just to make you aware, Stephen … I’m currently in the midst of my very own

mental breakdown,’ I would utter with a little secretive smile as if I was letting him into a very

special club of my own.One of my favourite comments from my therapist at that time was:‘You

think your dog is judging you? Are you fucking insane?’There were other things said which I

can’t repeat …I jest, and yet of course it was absolutely terrifying and horrific. I would crawl

around the square where I used to live, walking my new Border terrier, Esme, and would

literally be bent over double with agoraphobia. Poor Esme.I went about the process of

completely disassembling everything I thought was correct in my world – how I had formed my

identity; what I relied on for self-esteem; what I thought made me worthwhile; how I behaved;

how I communicated – finding who I truly was. I read a lot of books and did a lot of therapy and,

during this time, my mind started to wish that all the information I needed was all in one place.

And so here it is!My title is perhaps a bit forward; too emboldened or even arrogant. I do truly

believe, however, that these snippets of wisdom and explanations of symptoms, disorders and

behaviours might just help you – the reader – resonate with a few and see some things inside

yourself and others that will perhaps explain certain thought patterns – and even allow you to

find some relief. Everything I have learnt over the last ten years I have tried to condense into

this small book. Stuff that I believe is truly invaluable to leading an authentic and appropriate

adult life. Life isn’t easy and so often I was confused as to why I found it so hard – beyond the

usual day-to-day challenges. I have accrued all this knowledge I have gained and look to pass



it on to you, dear reader, with love and honesty.When I started therapy fifteen years ago, there

were many things I didn’t understand, and I often found books over-intellectualised and

obviously written more for other academics and professionals than people like me. And then

there were other books that over-simplified the problem. For example: mindfulness. It is without

doubt a wonderful tool, yet when the body is overrun with traumatic energy and a part of the

brain is firing on all cylinders, telling you that you’re about to die, it is very difficult to be mindful

of the petals on a fucking flower. Words like ‘co-dependency’ and ‘boundaries’ – what do they

actually mean? What is a ‘trigger’? I wanted to explore these things and show the meanings of

and potential value in all of them, and also perhaps open up the different worlds of types of

therapies that are on offer, therapies that go beyond just the mind and look to calm the

body.There is nothing in this little guidebook that I have not tried or dived into myself. I am, if

you like, my very own litmus test. Everything I share, I share from a place of honest experience

and feelings – from body image to breathing, shamans to somatic therapy! There is SO much

out there to explore, and my motto has always been that I only get one life so I’m going to try

my damndest to be as content and peaceful as I can be.I appreciate that not all the techniques

discussed in the book will be accessible or applicable to everyone, but I hope you will find

something that resonates or is useful. I also want to state at this point that everyone will

experience the issues I discuss differently based on their own situation, so I have stuck to my

personal experiences in the hope that you can take that and apply it to your own situation, if

helpful.No one really knows why some people find their way more than others. But I believe

that for those of us who do suffer from bouts of poor mental health, our stories are much more

than what has happened to us. Our struggles do not define us, yet – in time and with practice –

we can come to see them as strengths, as a part of our nature. What I do know for sure is that

we are all made of beautiful, wonderful stuff. We are all our very own walking miracle. In this

book I have come across things that have reminded me of that, and I believe everyone can

move closer to a place of sensing their own magical make-up and look to be in touch with their

own inner beauty and wonder. We are born pure and then stuff can get put on us: our nervous

system moulds, then our belief system; attachment causes us to act a certain way and hold on

to deep beliefs that we must unravel, understand, accept and nurture, before we finally allow

ourselves to rise with our vulnerabilities – not despite them.ActivationI came to the concept of

activation when I started trauma therapy and really looked at how my nervous system was

responding. Put simply, if I was activated I was normally in some level of a fight-or-flight or a

freeze-or-faint response. It is a heightened response to stuff we feel in our body. Often it will be

in response to uncomfortable feelings, but the annoying thing for me was that this activation

was just as uncomfortable! If I was in fight-or-flight mode, I would normally disassociate and

potentially get brain fog, and if I was in a freeze-or-faint response I would go into depression

and again have brain fog.Activation is like a fizz around the body. I say it’s like I’m freewheeling

on a bike – where I’m pedalling and the chain has come off the wheel – so a lot of energy is

being created, yet I’m going nowhere. To think of it as simply activation in my body can remove

any notion of being tied to a certain narrative like ‘I don’t have anyone who likes me’, ‘I’m just

useless and a piece of shit’ or ‘my house is horrible’; whatever the story is, we can often

bypass that and go straight to the source of activation. This is why when people come to me in

a state of anxiety, I will often immediately suggest treating the body as well as the mind, or

even before the mind. The activation is controlling their life so they need help to bring that

down, perhaps through massage, cranial osteopathy, acupuncture or sound therapy. Once the

body is calm we often find that the problems we felt we had aren’t really problems at all; our

brain was just looking for a reason to explain the high levels of cortisol.Someone told me years



ago that I was not my story and I laughed in his face. How could I not be my story? My story is

my story. It got me realising, though, that it is just a narrative, it doesn’t have to be my life.

Looking at activation in my body and how energy swells up and what allows it to dissipate has

started me on my path of noticing when I’m activated, trying to disengage with the thoughts

associated with it, and quelling the activation so that I can carry on with my day.When we visit

a shaman, they are not that interested in the story. In fact, shamans, through many different

methods, look at our energy, our activation, and then move the energy around to find calm,

peace and tranquillity, along with the ability to rest in our own power. It’s an astonishing thing

and, really, it is science. By learning to calm our activation, we learn self-mastery, and this is

where we want to be in life. We want to be the captain of our ship and have the ability to ride

the inevitable storms that come our way.AdultOne of my favourite words. My old therapist Lois

Evans, the most fantastic Jewish New Yorker – who I often asked, ‘Lois, have I paid for those

Tiffany earrings?’ – said her aim was to get her clients to a place of becoming a functional

adult; a person who acts with containment, emotional awareness and appropriateness. It is

good to ask oneself, ‘Am I actually acting like an adult right now?’ and ‘Am I throwing a childish

strop, screaming obscenities at people?’ or even just ‘Am I eating properly?’I ran through the

park a while ago and a man in his fifties threw his rubbish on the ground right by a bin. I told

him to put it in the bin. He shouted, ‘Fuck off,’ at me and my reply was to ask how old he was.

While I felt rather smug with my put-down and safe because I was on the move, it is also a

basic question to someone: ‘Are you REALLY going to act like this??’Often our upbringing is

guided by adult children, i.e. parents, who aren’t fully formed functional adults, so we are

frequently denied the opportunity to actually learn, or be shown an example of, what it is to be

a functional adult in this world. It is never too late, however …Adult ChildrenHere is a little test

and include yourself in it … take a look around you and in the mirror and ask yourself how

many adult children you see and experience on a daily basis. They could be your neighbour,

your partner, your kids, your friends, your work colleagues … the list is endless.An adult child

is basically in a state of arrested development. This can be for many reasons, but essentially, if

we haven’t resolved younger parts of ourselves – like the four-year-old who got shamed

constantly, or the thirteen-year-old who got bullied – we grow up into a child in an adult body.

How can we identify this in ourselves and others? Essentially by our actions. The partner that

throws a tantrum or the neighbour who is in a state of panic if you decide to put up a satellite

dish. Look at children’s behaviour and see if you identify it in any adults. You will.Adult children

can be vulnerable and uncontained, and they can also act out and be extremely dangerous

because they have a lot more at their disposal than perhaps a kid of six who is throwing a

tantrum does. They can be extremely toxic and this often leads to narcissism and even

psychopathic tendencies. Donald Trump is, in my opinion, the most obvious adult child.How do

we deal with them? We need to set clear boundaries as we would with a kid. We set

boundaries and we let them know what the consequences of their actions will be. So many

people have terrified, scared, sad and angry children inside them, and by not recognising this,

they can lash out. Check in with yourself: are you an adult child? Are you happy or acting out,

and what needs to be done to maintain your inner child’s peace and tranquillity?Advice‘Advice’:

a seemingly harmful word. In fact, quite the opposite. I shall quote the Oxford English

Dictionary: ‘guidance or recommendations offered with regard to prudent action’.What I noticed

after becoming a famous pop singer is that people wanted to give their advice a LOT of the

time: in the butcher’s, on the bus … even at a funeral. It started with the phrase ‘The thing is,

Will, you SHOULD …’ (That word, which we shall dissect later.)Here are some suggestions

about advice if you are open to them, dear reader:1 Ask people if they are open to your advice,



and equally, if someone starts splurging their opinion at you and you haven’t asked for it, tell

them that you do not want to hear their opinion, thank you very much. An example from my life

is that, after a concert, people would often come storming into my dressing room with

immediate words of wisdom. I was too vulnerable at that stage and not asking for it, so slowly I

learnt to set boundaries and say no, I was tired and oversensitive so was not open to hearing

feedback. It is not for ANYONE to force their opinion or advice on another EVER, even if the

intention is coming from the kindest of places.2 Be careful who you ask for advice. I have a rule

… I have five people (max) who I ask for advice on stuff. In regards to emotional awareness,

that probably goes down to three, for cooking tips one (the mother, of course). Choose who you

ask very selectively. Are you asking people who will really understand? Are they people who

will really listen to you? Will they just tell you what you want to hear or, conversely, will they just

think about themselves? Don’t ask too many people either; this can cloud the water, especially

if you find making decisions hard. You can voice to people stuff that you feel needs to be got

out there; however, do not ask EVERY person for their input.3 Finally, often we know the

answer within us. If we really check in with ourselves, what does our gut tell us? People call the

gut the second brain (for more on this, see ‘Instinct’ on page 115). I like to call it the first. It

shows us the way. This doesn’t mean not sharing and asking for support and guidance from

others. Check in with yourself, though; even write down what your heart and your stomach tell

you, as they often conflict. Then see if this chimes with others. The great thing about advice is

that the right person will be suitably removed from a situation to see the wood for the trees, so

they have more of a perspective and subjective opinion and therefore healthy advice to give

with love and compassion. This is why therapists are great.AngerAnger can have its roots in

shame. Often from a young age we are disciplined for feeling angry, or told not to feel angry.

But anger is an extremely healthy emotion to have. Anger is a motivator. Anger can enable us

to mobilise. It tells us when we feel wronged.However, there is a huge difference between

anger and rage.Many people fly into rage, which is essentially uncontrolled anger. Much like

the child who throws a tantrum, adults do the same. They basically throw their toys out of the

pram and, if unchecked, will do it time and time again. Rage is actually scary to behold and

people can use this as a technique to get what they want.Often it takes the greatest amount of

control to stop flying into rage, or on the flip side NOT to bury one’s anger. Buried anger

becomes detrimental to our health. For anger doesn’t just disappear – it has to be processed. If

it’s acted out as rage, we don’t process the actual hurt, and if it’s kept in, we become passive-

aggressive or people-pleasers yet still have the hurt and anger bouncing around inside

ourselves.Embrace your anger. I scream into pillows, use crayons to draw it out, and exercise,

especially boxing or kickboxing. Use that power. The shamans (see page 164) embrace the

jaguar especially as an animal that can be unleashed to protect us.AnimalsAnimals have the

most wonderful sense of ‘being’. Animals simply exist. They live to eat, sleep, procreate and, in

some cases, receive and give affection. An animal’s nervous system needs to be settled all of

the time to allow it to preserve its fight-or-flight responses when needs be. Horses are a

wonderful example of this. This is why horse therapy is so fantastic. Sitting among horses can

give a sense of pure calm and of being at one. They are completely present animals because

they have to be. The herd constantly has to be settled to maintain its reserves in case there is

a true emergency. Pack animals maintain this necessary balance of ‘calm yet ready’. Like a

martial artist, they are grounded and present and therefore maintain a deep power to GO if

needs be.We are fight-or-flight animals and therefore need our nervous systems to be settled.

Animals can often do this. They literally settle our bodies with their bodies and energy. Quite

remarkable really.I do not recommend trying this with an angry llama (true story). Most



animals, however, luckily don’t chase you around a field, biting your bottom.Anxiety

Be Yourself and blooket, Be Yourself Burger King, Be Yourself Boston Celtics, Be Yourself Best

Buy, Be Yourself Black Adam

Charlotte Thomas, “A wonderful guide, beautifully written. Excellent book, contains all the

information you pick up from books, podcasts etc in one place. Will writes beautifully with

empathy, kindness and humour. This book will help many people. Highly recommended to

everyone”

Josephine, “A really good book. Well worth a look.. I absolutely love this book. Will Young is

inspirational and you can really hear his voice, when you read this book. It's easy to read and

has great advice.”

scissors, “Brilliant.. This is the first self help type of book that I've not had to 'fast forward'

through pages to avoid all the droning, lol! Really great and interesting read.”

The book by Will Young has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 31 people have provided feedback.
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